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The BT5 Slews
Bowling 'Green State University

Wednes- Discrepancies Personnel department audited
day 3-28-79
by Denlse Sakal
staff reporter

Board of Elections
certifies candidates
Wood County Board of Elections certified as valid yesterday
11 petitions of candidacy for
persons seeking city administrative offices in the
November 6 general elections.
Democratic incumbents
seeking re-election are Alvin L.
Perkins, mayor; Richard A.
Newlove, councilman-at-large;
Joseph L. Corral, Ward 1;
Patrick Ng, Ward 2; Bruce H.
Bellard, Ward 3 and Dr. Roger
Anderson, Ward 4.
Republican candidates are
Charles E. Bartlett, mayor;
Wendell Jones, councilman-atlarge; Charles A. Koehler, Ward
1; Thomas J. Pendleton, Ward 2
and Martin L. Smith, Ward 4.
The board does not need to
certify the petitions of Independent candidates until
about July, according to Joneal
Bender, deputy director of the
Board of Elections.
Bender noted there will be no
primary election because neither
party has two certified candidates running for the same
office.

elsewhere
W ASHINGTON-Egyptian and
Israeli leaders take different
stands on Palestinian autonomy
but still ask the United States for
weapons and trust that the two
nations will honor the peace
treaty signed Monday. Page 5.
TOLEDO-The people of Toledo
recognized the need to conserve
energy and participated in a dtywide "Energy Brake" day
yesterday. Page 5.

inside
EDITORIAL-In his first
column as editor, Pat Hyland
explains the reasoning of the
graphics changes and the new
look of the News. Page 2.
NEWS-The University soon
may have its own beach as well
as some new recreation
programs at the rec center.
Page 3.
SPORTS-The Falcon hockey
team lost in NCAA regional
tournament. Page 8.

weather
Hlgh51F(KC)
Uw2tF(-4C)
71 perceat chance of precipitation

Results of an audit of the University's
personnel office concerning improper
hiring, promotion and reclassification
of employees confirmed suspicions of
the Ohio Association of Public School
Employees (OAPSE), according to
OAPSE field representative Bonnie S.
Joseph.
Joseph said OAPSE was approached
by several University employees in
November who felt that they were not
being properly represented. OAPSE
was Invited to the University and
started a pledge card campaign to raise
support for the organization here, she
said, adding that they reached their
goal of attracting more than 30 percent
of the classified employees.
In February, OAPSE filed a suit with
the Wood County Court of Common
Pleas against the personneldepartment
because it failed to release Information
about classified employees; however,
since then, the suit has been settled out

of court and the records have been
made public, she said.
According to Joseph, OAPSE was
concerned with possible improper
procedural practices of the personnel
office and asked the Ohio Department
of Administrative Services to investigate the office.

THE DEPARTMENT investigated
areas of personnel records and their
availability for public inspection, the
changing status of employees from
classified to contract, the civil service
examination and possible misuse of the
authority of an employee in the personnel office.
One area in question concerned the
promotional and selection policies of
the University. The report recommended that "the personnel office
must, in each Instance, screen applicants for selection or promotion to
insure that such applicants possess the
minimum qualifications for the
position."
Joseph explained that some em-

ployees felt they were qualified to be
promoted or employed by the
University, but were denied the position
because there was no uniform hiring
procedure.

IN SOME CASES, appointment or
promotion is made by a selection
committee and in others, by a single
supervisor within the department
where the position is available. Joseph
said it was believed that some persons
may have been promoted because they
"knew somebody" within the department.
The report accepts both methods of
selection, but emphasis was placed on
uniformity.
Secondly, the report found that some
persons were being reclassified into
higher positions easier than others who
may have been working for the pormotions. suggesting some favoritism,
she said.
JOSEPH SAD) the investigation also
looked into the civil service testing

program at the University. Currently,
three examinations, two in typing and
stenography skills and one for police
office classification are given. The
report suggests more employees be
tested, making admission and employment practices more equal.
Another personnel policy reviewed
was the University's use of contract
employees. The audit revealed that
some employees serving on a contract
basis held identical Jobs to classified
employees and were being denied the
benefits of classified service.
Joseph explained that classified
employees have tenure rights which
prohibit the dismissal of an employee
without Just cause. Contract employees
serve under the Board of Trustees or
the personnel office and employment
can be terminated at any time without

LASTLY, THE report found that a
University employee had been using his
position at the University to enhance
membership in other University

organizations such as Communications
Workers of America or the Ohio Civil
Service Education Association, by
offering positions to persons who
Joined, Joseph said. The employee has
since been reassigned.

If the personnel office falls to comply
with the recommendations, Joseph said
the director of administrative services
could take over the duties of the personnel department which would be
inconvenient for the University.
The director of Personnel Support
Services Richard J. Rehmer said there
are some "things that need to be
clarified with the state" concerning the
recommendations but added, "Once we
get the recommendations squared
away, we can determine what wheels
will have to be set in motion."
OAPSE is on the agenda for the next
Board of Trustees meeting on April 19
to request that an election be held to
determine a bargaining agent for the
classified employees.

City to replace waste treatment plant for $25 million
by Kalth Jameson
ataff raportar

A proposed waste water treatment
plant will not only replace the current
antiquated treatment plant, but will
also put an end to the odor from Poe
Ditch and meet Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) standards,
according to Jon W. Drescher,
superintendent of the water pollution
control plant.
The $23 million waste water treatment plant idea has been considered for
about 10 years, but revisions postponed
the final plans until recently, according
to Lyle B. Wright, assistant director of
utilities.
The federal government will
probably pay for about 75 percent of the
eligible costs in the form of a Step III
EPA grant, a sum that will be more
than fit million, Wright said. The EPA
has already approved the treatment
plant's concept
"The present plant has exceeded its
useful life," Wright said, adding that
the plant was built during the early
1930s and is in need of extensive
repairs.
The new water treatment plant, when
completely operational, will end the
odor from Poe Ditch In the spring
caused by heavy rains, Drescher said.
The present plant cannot handle the
excess input caused by heavy rains,
Drescher said, adding that this excess
forces some of the raw sewage into Poe
Ditch, resulting in the smell.
"You should not be able to detect that
familiar odor in the spring," Wright
said.
The plant Is also needed to meet EPA
standards established in 1973 that the
present plant, on Poe Road across from
the airport, cannot meet, Drescher
said.
Under the present system, sewage is
trickled over a bed of rocks. The rocks
naturally aerate the water and provide
microscopic organisms which feed on
the sewage, thus cleaning the water.
The water is then emptied into the
Portage River, Drescher said.

The new plant, to be located at the
southwest comer of Dunbridge Avenue
and Poe Road, will use a three stage
activated sludge purification system,
Drescher said.
The first stage would involve the
sewage being emptied into primary
sedimentary tanks which would
remove the sedimentary and floating

sewage, totaling about 35 percent of the
waste.
The second stage would involve the
waste water being pumped into tanks
with activated sludge (microscopic
organisms), which is mechanically
aerated. The organisms will feed on the
wastes and reproduce. The water would
then be pat into secondary tanks to

filter out and put beck the organisms,
accounting for the elimination of
another 55 percent of the sewage.
The third stage would involve sandfilters and chlorination for disinfection,
eliminating another 5 percent of the
waste. The water would then be
pumped into Poe Ditch.
The new plant will service the current

area and will be able to treat about
eight million gallons of sewage per day,
almost twice that of the present plant,
Drescher said.
The city still must accept bids by
contractors to do the work, Wright said,
adding that construction should start by
January 1980.

staff photo by George Lundskow
JON W. DRESCHER, auparlntandant of Bowling Qraan's
Water Pollution Control Plant, takes a sample of tha plant's
fully traatad water as It flowa Into Poa Ditch. Whan It ralna tha

plant Is overloaded and raw sewage la poured directly into tha
ditch.

ACGFA submits final report to president, trustees
by Paula Wlnalow
managing editor

The 1979-80 Advisory Committee on
General Fee Allocations (ACGFA) has
made its final report recommending
total allocations to student groups and
University activities of more than
14,200,000.
In its report submitted to Dr. Richard
R. Eakin, vice provost for institutional
planning student affairs, ACGFA
suggested that the general fee be raised
from 187 to $8* a quarter to absorb the
8153,148 Increase over 1978-79 general
fee allocations.
The committee reviewed budget
requests and presentations from 39
groups, including student activities and
organizations and the Big Six Student
Services Auxiliaries (The BG News,
Student Recreation Center, Ice Arena,
Health Center, University Union and
non-revenue sports). Also Included In
the recommendations are appropriations for debt services for
bonded facilities, depreciation reserve

for maintenance Insurance funds and a
contingency fund for unplanned
financial needs.

the quality of the News was directly s
result of student staff members
receiving pay for their work.

ACGFA
CONCLUDED
its
proceedings March 10. Its recommendations will be submitted to
University President Hollis A. Moore
Jr. and the Board of Trustees which will
review the proposals and decide If they
should be accepted.
Eakin said the Board probably will
review the recommendations during its
April 19 meeting.
At its final meeting, ACGFA
reconsidered the BG News budget In
response to appeals made by the News
through Eakin that ACGFA's proposal
to cut $9,000 from that budget was
unjustified.
For its second review of the News
budget, the committee requested information concerning hiring practices
and other employment information from
the News. During discussion of the
budget after reviewing the information,
the committee also questioned whether

WHETHER STUDENTS working on
the News should receive pay and also
be eligible for academic credit and
professional work experience was a
recurring issue in discussion of the
student employment section of the
News budget.
Dr. Marvin L. Kumler, ACGFA
member and associate professor of

psychology, also noted that when
evaluating the News, consideration
must be given to the quality of the
paper as perceived by the students
whose general fees support the
operation.
THE COMMITTEE THEN voted to
further slash the News budget by
$22,800, recommending a total
allocation of $32,700. It also suggested
that the appropriation be placed In the
contingency fund and not be released

until the News budget has been
reviewed
by
the
University
Publications Committee.
The Publications Committee is a
standing committee responsible for
supervising University publications in
budgetary and management matters.
Several ACGFA members said they
were concerned that the Publications
Committee did not review the News
budget before it was presented to
ACGFA, although the Publications
Committee usually does not exercise

ACGFA 1979XO RECOMMENDED GENERAL FEE SUMMARY

Budget
Student Service Auxiliaries
Debt Service and Facility Charges
Student Activities and Organizations
Contingency
TOTAL

Approved General
Fee Budget
1978-79

Requested General
Fee Funding
197940

Recommended General
Fee Funding
1979-60

$2,296,000
1,861,608
186,050
15,000

$2,402,212
1,600,000
239,347
10,500

$2,344,000
1,597.606
206,931
88,267

84,060,686

84,282,089

$4,203,606

that prerogative.
ACGFA suggested that the
Publications Committtee conduct an
extensive organizational analysis of the
BG News to determine the publication's
strengths and weaknesses.
ACGFA ALSO heard budget requests
from three other University news
organizations. It recommended $3,400
to the Bowling Green Radio News
Organization, $2,000 to Inter-Fraternity
Council-Panhel, which publishes the
fraternity-and sorority-oriented
newspaper, The Gavel; and $6,800 to
the Obsidian, a minorities newspaper.
Neither the Gavel nor the Obsidian
are recognized as official University
publications by the Publications
Committee.
One of ACGFA's final recommendations was that the committee
consider budget requests from
publications only If accompanied by a
statement from the Publications
Committee informing ACGFA of that
product's official status.
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opinionpeace offers great
hopes, challenges
The world witnessed one of the most significant events of our
generation on Monday with the signing of a peace treaty between Egypt
and Israel, ending 31 years of hatred and hostiUty between the two
nations. The signing brought with it many possibilities: the potential for
stability in an historically unstable region, the almost virtual certainty of
economic sanctions against Egypt and Israel by fee rest of the Arab
world, an inevitable showdown on the issue of Palestinian autonomy and
a chance for the ailing economies of Israel and Egypt to gain new
strength. Unfortunately, it also increases the possibility of renewed
hostilities against the two countries from the Arabs who were not part of
the peace agreement.
Despite such uncertainties, peace is a gamble well worth taking. The
U.S. will be wagering upwards of $5.5 billion In military and economic aid
to the two countries in its bid for peace and stability, but this high price
tag is infinitesimally less than the cost of another Mideast war, both In
human lives and monetary terms. If the peace proves successful, it will
be a boon not only to Egypt and Israel, but to the United States as well, for
stability helps ensure a constant flow of Mideast oil to the energy-hungry
U.S. economy.
The treaty provides for Israeli withdrawal from the Sinai peninsula
over a three-year period and establishment of diplomatic, cultural and
economic ties. But there are also many additional benefits that will accrue to Egypt and Israel as a result of the peace treaty. Both countries
should be able to lessen their exorbitant military expenditures and devote
more manpower and money to internal development. Both should be able
to revive their ailing economies and eliminate massive foreign debts.
Furthermore, the Middle East now can cooperate to improve its standard
of living through the exhange of cultural, scientific, agricultural and
industrial knowledge. And perhaps more importantly, peace provides
psychological relief to the millions who endured the uncertainties that a
state of war brings. People will feel a change in attitude, something very
important to the success of the peace venture.
Unfortunately, the intransigence of many other Arab nations threatens
to undermine the long-sought peace. Terrorist grenades exploded in
Jerusalem at the time of the signing. Yasser Arafat, leader of the
Palestine Liberation Organization, vowed all his efforts to wreck the
peace. Arab leaders have already met to determine what economic and
political sanctions will be levied against Egypt. Also, the possibility of
retaliation against the United States through oil embargoes looms large.
Despite such potentially devastating backlashes from the rest of the
Arab world, the hope of peace must be pursued. The Arabs claimed that
Sadat "sold out" the Palestinians and complained that they were not
included in the peace negotiations. What they don't realize is that a
suitable peace would be impossible to reach at this time between such a
wide range of idealogically, economically and politically sovereign
states. The Egyptian-Israeli pact offers a starting point, a cornerstone
upon which treaties can be reached with all Arab nations to help preserve
peace.
It is clear that Egypt, Israel and the United States must now attempt to
work with the other Arab nations for a solution to the Palestinian
problem. As long as this problem remains unsolved, the peace will be an
unstable one.
The News applauds the signing of a peace treaty. We hope it will
promote greater understanding and tolerance between men and transcend petty bickering and denial of reality by lesser men.

speaking out.

striving to improve the product
In typical vacation fashion, the 1979
spring break has come and gone with
remarkable quickness, sending all
students back to the bookstore to empty
their wallets for the upcoming 10 weeks
of school work.
Hopefully, the break served as a time
of refreshment from the long nights of
cramming, reading and frustration that
were prevalent during finals week last
quarter. We all need a break
periodically to relax and re-evaluate
our status both as students and human
beings.
WITH THIS in mind, the News has
undergone some upgrading of our own,
seeking to improve our service to you,
our readers. We have a new, energetic
staff that is excited about some of the
changes, and we hope that the enthusiasm with which the changes were
made carries over into the finished
product.
Specifically, the paper is attempting
Improve its overall appearance through
the use of graphics. For example, we
will run a vertical box down the left side

of the front page. Through this device,
we are attempting to pull some of the
important news from around the world
onto the front page without losing our
local emphasis. The box will also serve
as an index for the inside pages, immediately giving the reader the main
headlines while directing him or her to
the story inside.
Graphically, the paper has gone to
darker, bolder lines as can be seen
under the name plate. The lines are an
attempt to make the page Jump out at
the reader, accentuating pictures and
layout designs that hopefully will make
the paper easier to read.
SOME OF THE more subtle changes
include a change in type style in the

headlines and photo captions. Although
these changes probably are not
noticeably different from the old styles
to most people, we feel the change* will
allow the paper to present a "cleaner"
appearance that should aid in its
readability.
Another change is the addition of a
feature writer. It is the News' belief
that there is much more news than
meetings, facts, and figures. Therefore,
we will be attempting to appeal to the

others. In any case, we will rely heavily
on feedback from our readers as Id
what is appealing and what is appalling.
THE BG NEWS staff takes pride in
its work, but only if our product
provides our reader with the newspaper
they want. Too often the News is
unaware of complaints or criticisms
that our readers have, and we assume
the readers are satisfied. It is therefore
imperative that any response that you

"...the News has undergone some
upgrading...seeking to improve our
service to you; the readers."
casual interests of students with personality sketches, humor stories and
more off-beat stories involving the
people that comprise BGSU.
Spring quarter at the News will be a
time of experimentation. During the
next 10 weeks, we will be trying
numerous innovations in an effort to
improve the paper. Inevitably, some of
our experiments will work better than

have be made known to us at the paper.
Hopefully, our changes will improve
the News. The next 10 weeks will
provide the University community with
a different look, but, as always. It is
being done for the reader's benefit.
Pat Hyland is the new editor of the
News.

guest column.

whatever happened to new Orleans' moss?
Way down yonder in New Orleans
isn't..isn't what I remember it to be
many moons ago.
Under the guise of visiting my sister,
I packed my tooth brush, yellow Gstrings, suntan lotion and hopped on a
plane the day after finals were over
planning to cop some color and re-visit
my old haunts in the French Quarter.
It's strange how cities change and
grow in a mere 10 years.
The first thing I noticed as we left the
airport and drove toward my sister's
home was the lack of Spanish moss
clinging to the once eerie and spooky
swamps. In fact there wasn't any. The
only semblance of recognition was the

Lynn
Hohensee
Five
odor equivalent to Poe Ditch.
"What happened to the moss," I
asked, originally planning on dragging
a garbage bag of it back with me on the
plane and draping it in front of our
house. (It gets a rise out of the neigh-

bors who think we are growing
something illegal.)
I was informed that some industrious
(read anti-environmental) soul decided
the moss could be used for stuffing
mattresses and denuded the character
of the swamps.
"That's cruel and dumb," I whined.
"It makes as much sense as giving Mt.
Rushmore a face lift. So much for the
atmosphere."
Several days later I was in for
another shock when we cavorted to the
French Quarter-better known to me
now as Little Detroit. It has gone to pot
(no pun Intended) and is now about as

authentic as a bowl of chocolate mousse
ala Big Boy's.
The street corner artists and
miscellaneous peddlers now accept
Visa and Master Charge as do the
' 'ladies of the evening.''
When my sister told me it was no
longer illegal to run around nude In the
French Quarter, I immediately turned
"tourist" and whipped out my camera
hoping to get a picture of someone in
the raw.

the inscription, "Made in Japan."
Totally disappointed, I decided to
settle for the white, sandy beaches
which stretch along the Gulf Coast of
Mississippi. At least they were still
somewhat intact despite the ravages of
1969's Hurricane Camille, a fact the
motels and stores along the coast
proudly displayed with "before" and
"after" pictures plus souvenirs
reminiscent of Ohio's blizzard.

No such luck.The closest I came to
getting anything out of the ordinary
was a Polish speaking guy dressed up in
a sari peddling Indian Jewelry bearing

Between bouts of the monsoon season
alternating with gusty winds and 70degree temperatures, I was bound and
determined to get something resembling a suntan come hell and-or high
water. I got both.

letters
irresponsible
journalism
In regards to your editorial Friday,
March 9 pertaining to the ACGFA and
Marvin Kumler's "unsubstantiated"
claims: although I don't presume to
know who Is right in this matter I do
know the News definitely took a cheap
shot at Kumler by splashing the
editorial all over the front page on the
last day of Winter Quarter, knowing full
well that he would have no chance to
reply until almost three weeks laterafter spring break. I can't help but feel
that the prominent display and timing
of the editorial were planned for Just
this reason. The childish and
irresponsible nature of this act undermines the credibility of the editorial

The waters (rain) came at night and
the hell came during the day as I forced
myself to sit in the blowing sands, blue
goose bumps clashing with my yellow
bathing suit.
By the time I boarded the plane to
return home, the blue had turned to
bright red and I reeked of Noxema. As I
waved good-bye to an unfamllar New
Orleans (knowing within I'd probably
never return), I began to scratch and at
this writing I'm still scratching.
I'm also beginning to think Hurricane
Camille left more than destruction. I
have these funny little bumps...
Lynn Hohensee Five Is a student at
the University.
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and the integrity of the editorial staff.
I'm thoroughly disgusted with the way
the News is handling this matter and
find your behavior to be unprofessional
to say the least.
Laarey Reinbrecbt
Ml OHenhauer E.

frat rats use
harassment
Last quarter I had an unfortunate
experience. I am a freshman, and when
I arrived at BG I was one of the few
males who did not have any housing.
Animal House bad Just been released
and I was caught up In the general idea
that Joining a "frat" would be a good
time. I pledged the TKE house and
since I was living in the Union hotel and
the Teke's bad a spare spot in the

house, I moved in with them. I was
accepted at first, but as we grew to
know each other (myself and the
brothers), we had many problems. I
was put on a probation period and I was
told to straighten up and fly right, at
least in their context of "flying right."
Some small practical Jokes were
being played on me, and I decided I did
not need the hassles of this
brotherhood, and I de-pledged. Little
did I know what was to follow. I was
tabled a Joke, and the house responded
accordingly. One morning I woke to
find my robe arms covered with
shaving cream on the inside, and the
pockets were also filled with shaving
cream. They had used my own can. I
found an egg broken in one of my suede
shoes and this ruined them. I found a
cherry tomato in my good shoes which I
managed to avoid stepping in. My bed
was filled with salt one time, and it was

covered in toilet paper on another
occasion. When the cold weather hit, I
brought my bike inside the house and
left it out of the way In the upstairs hall
by my room. This was a mistake. It was
soon covered in shaving cream, and
then ketchup was poured on the seat
Most of this I could handle, but on the
day of my last exam, which was
calculus, the last straw came. While I
was gone, these "brothers" dumped my
clothes out of my drawers and covered
them in perfume. I came to the
University pro greek, but this experience has made me their worst
enemy, because I can quote from experience how bad they really are. I can
only hope no others will make the
mistake of Joining "frat" and finding
out for themselves.
Da«ielA.Scipl«e
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The BG News

A taste of Florida

briefs
Plant Fair to feature floriculturist
A Plant Fair sponsored by Wood and Henry County Cooperative
Extension Services will be held tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
McClure's United Methodist Church located on Route 65 south of State
Route 6. The program will feature James Caldwell, extension floriculturist
from Ohio State University as a morning speaker. A special interest minisession will take place in the afternoon. Registration is 50 cents and will
begin at 9:30 a.m. For more information call Beverly Keening, home
economics agent at Henry County Cooperative Extension Service, or Doris
Stacy, home economics agent at Wood County Cooperative Extension
Service in Bowling Green. .

Republican Club dinner
Tickets now are available for the Bowling Green Republican Club dinner
featuring state representative Delbert L. Latta of Bowling Green to be held
at 6:30 p.m. Saturday at the VFW Hall, 719 S. Main Street, Bowling Green.
Tickets are $6 and can be obtained by calling Evelyn Backman at 353-5001
or 353-5615.

YMCA course offerings
Registration is being accepted for classes beginning April 2 at the Young
Women's Christian Association, 1018 Jefferson Ave., Toledo. Courses In
gymnastics, karate, fencing, tennis, aerobics and jazz and belly dancing
will be offered. For more Information call 241-3235.

New gymnasium policies
New policies regarding use of the North and South Gymnasiums and
Memorial Hall have gone Into effect. Use of the facilities is limited to
University students, faculty and staff and their families when accompanied by parents. The hours are from 8 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday and from 1-6 p.m. on
Sunday. Facilities will be closed while classes or other scheduled events
are being held.

Firestone sales positions
Representatives from thr Firestone Tire and Rubber Co. wil be interviewing June graduates in sales today In the University Placement
Office.

Summer camp jobs
Toledo Area Boy Scouts will interview today for summer camp Jobs at
the Pioneer Scout Reservation. Students may sign up at the Student
Employment Office, 460 Student Services Bldg.

Rec center plans new activities
University students may not have to
go to Florida to catch rays on the beach
when landscaping for the Student
Recreation Center is completed thU
spring and summer.
According to Assistant Director
Kathy Ritter, sand may be spread
around the lagoon behind the rec center
to make a beach-type area for sunbathing. The lagoon will also be used

for windsurfing, she said.
New programs at the rec center this
quarter will put an emphasis on
bringing faculty and staff members to
the facility, Ritter said.
"WE REALLY didn't offer faculty
and staff anything last quarter," she
said. The rec center is planning facultystaff raquetball and handball leagues

Journalism faculty,
students receive awards
It was a BG weekend in Cleveland
last Saturday as Journalism faculty and
students received honors at the annual
Ohio News Photographers Association
(ONPA) Convention.
Associate professor James R. Gordon
received the Robert S. Carson award
for outstanding contributions to
photojournalism in Ohio. Photojournalism major
Frank Breithaupt was
awarded the first ONPA scholarship.
Journalism graduates also received
awards for their work In newspaper
photography.
"I felt like I was basking in the light
of the student's good deeds," Gordon
said, referring to the honors of
Breithaupt and the journalism
graduates.
GORDON, WHO edits News
Photographer, the official publication
of the National Press Photographer's
Association, said that he was very

pleased and proud to have been
presented the top service award of the
ONPA.
In 1971, the ONPA named Gordon
photographer of the year. He also
served as the association's secretary
and editor of its newsletter.
A graduate of BGSU, Gordon joined
the staff In 1959 and the School of
Journalism in 1966. He has been advisor
to the Key for 20 years.

for spring quarter.
Ritter said faculty »Jid staff also will
be drawn to the rec center in summer
with golf tournaments; Community
Unity Competitive Sports Leagues for
softball, tennis, platform tennis, and
basketball; and Family Nights including games and cookouts around the
center lagoon.
The rec center will keep Its styxball
program for students and also add floor
hockey leagues, Ritter said.
In addition, mini-workshops in
raquetball, handbalf; squash, slimnasties, swimnastfcs, swimming,
lifesaving, women's Weight training,
kayaking and windsurfing will begin
April 2, she said.
ANOTHER "ALL-NIGHTER"
featuring poolside concerts will be held
April 27, Ritter said.
According to Ritter, the rec center
will probably be used mainly at night
this quarter, as it was during winter
quarter. However, she said the dub
pool sundeck will be open and students
will pass through the 'building during
the day. After sunbathing, students will

Non-credit courses offered
Registration for nearly 60 non-credit courses offered by the University
Office of Continuing Education should be completed by March 30. Courses
to be offered for both adults and youngsters include "Western Horseback
Riding," "Karate for Kids," "Reincarnation: Do You Believe? ""Winning
Bridge the Easy Way-" and "The Lure of Cults." Course fees vary and
most classes begin next week. For more information call 372-0184.

Some people read newspapers, but
one University professor studies them.
John K. (Jack) Hartman, instructor of
journalism, recently received a 13,200
research grant from the American
Newspaper Publishers Association

(ANPA) to do Just that.
Hartman's study will examine the
perceptions of young adults toward
competing newspapers. It focuses on
the town of Marion, Ohio and its two
newspapers, the Marion Star.and the

Tourism jobs available
Travel Information Centers throughout Ohio will have 30 Jobs available
during the summer to students eligUe for the College Work-Study
program. For more information, contact Student Employment Office,
460 Student Services Building.

Unbiased evaluation mode sought
The Student Government Association
(SGA) will continue with some of its
plans to compile a course description
booklet of some classes In the College of
Business Administration spring
quarter.
Michael Zinicola, SGA presidential
assistant, said SGA has had to temporarily postpone a full test of the
booklet in the College of Business
Administration after the college's
executive committee voiced reservations to some of the questions that

probably use the facility to work out,
she said.
During spring break, the floors of the
Sports Center and the Activities Center
were sealed. The tennis courts have a
rough surface for traction, while the
other courts are smooth.
SPEAKING ABOUT the rec center's
first quarter of operation, Ritter said,
"there Isn't anything to do in Bowling
Green, especially in winter, and I expected heavy use, and we got it."
She said most Big Ten schools do not
have facilities like the rec center. "The
students have something here, and I
think they know it," she added.
Summer plans include the building of
an outdoor fitness trail with nine wood
exercise stations and plastic direction
signs. Ritter said the trail would be
finished by volunteers, and the Greek
system could help erect the project.
The rec center will also hold four twoweek day camps with two dally
sessions. Persons interested in Jobs as
full-time camp counselors should
contact Kathy Ritter at the rec center
or apply in the main office.

Prof scans news for real story;
Marion papers, readers studied

Senior seminars
University Placement Services will hold a senior meeting seminar today
and a resume seminar tomorrow. Both events will be at 3:30 p.m. in the
placement office.

would have been asked. Faculty Senate
had approved a resolution okaying the
SGA project and Dean Karl E. Vogthad
announced Interest in the project.
ZINICOLA SAID SGA has considered
some of the reservations of the college's
executive committee valid and possibly
will trim the project by doing test runs
of 100- and 200-level business classes
with special approval of individual
professors. Michael C. Voll, SGA
president, said material would not be
published for students but would serve

as a model for future SGA evaluation
projects.
Zinicola said SGA also will write to
student governments at other colleges
that compile course-teacher evaluation
booklets to determine how they compile
unbiased booklets.
Voll said SGA also will examine
College of Business Administration
evaluations to determine how to make
the SGA evaluations more valid and
unbiased.

Marion News Life.
Based on a 1966 analysis done in
Oklahoma City, Hartman's study is
directed toward repeating the 1988
study in a market, like Marion, that is
isolated from a large metropolitan
area.
A NATIVE OF Ashland, Ohio, Hartman has been observing the media In
that area for some time.
When asked about the significance of
his study in comparison to the interest
of ANPA, Hartman said, "the way
young adults perceive newspapers is of
great interest to publishers. My study
will tell what they are interested in and
what changes they would like to see
made in the format of newspapers."
In his original proposal, Hartman
asked for $7,500 but said that the 13,200
he was given is enough to work with." I
believe we can do an effective Job with
what we have and the cut should help us
to keep a very narrow focus on what
we're doing," he said.

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
Through its Non-Credit Program, the Office of Continuing Education at Bowling Green State University
offers courses of interest and value to individuals in the surrounding communities. These courses do not
carry university credit, but are designed for those who wish to develop new skills or stimulate new interests.

NON-CREDIT COURSE OFFERINGS - SPRING 1979
TIME

TITLE
NEW INTERESTS
Winning Bridge the Easy Way
The Lureol the Cults
Feenson Design with Flat Patterns
Genealogy
Wine Appreciation
Butcher Shop Blues
Practical Landscaping
Magazine Articles
RECREATION
Basic Rock ChmtHng
Beginning Tennis

7 309 30pm
7 30-9 30 p m
7 3O-9 30p.n
7 30-9 30pm
7 30-9 30p m
7 309 30pm
730930p m
7 309 30p m

Tuesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Tuesday

riaMdty
Monday

_FEE_
536 00
925 0O
J36 00
936 00
935 00
920 00
936 00
925 X

6 30-8 30pm Monday 6 Wednesday
6 7pm Monday B Wednesday-Section t
6-7p.m Tuesday & Thursday-Section II
8 15 10 00 p m Wednesday
70O-8 15pm Wednesdey
7 30 10 00 p n Tuesday

936 00
936.00
936 00
925 00
926 00
975 00
960.00 (couple)

Beginning Jogging
Beginning Yoga
Continued Yoga
Beginning Tai-Chi
Intermediate Tar Chi
Advanced Tei-Chi

6.304 30pm Tuesday
7 30 9 30 p m rilMdel
6 30 730p m Tuesday
6 30-8 00 p m Monday-Section 1
800-9MP m Monday-Section II
5 3O7:30p m Wednesday
7 00-8:30 pm Wedneeday
8 X 10:00pm Wednesday
530700pm Thursday
7 00 8 30 p m Thursday
83010:00pm Thursday

COOKING AND CULTURE
Mexican Cooking
Traveling Through Mexico

7 30 10 00pm Monday
7 30 9 30 p m Thursday

936 00
936.00

Beginning Adult Swimming
Advanced Beginners Swimming
Scuba
DANCE AND MOVEMENT
Sooal Dance
Belly Dancing
Intermediate Belly Dancing

Bi at

936 00
926 00
936 00

936 00
93600
926 00
926.00
926 00
926 00
928 00

Drawing II
Water color
Painting
Sculpturn

7
5
6
6
7
7
6

INCREASE AWARENESS
A New Weigh ol Life
Lite Script Workshop
Communication and Aging
Reincarnation Do Vou Believe'

600-7 30p m
7 309Mpm
7 30 9 30 p m.
7 309 30pm

CONVERSATIONAL LANGUAGES
Beginning Conversatcnal French
intermediate Conversational French
Begrnmng Conversational Spanish
Elementary Conversational German
Intermediate Conversational German

7 30930pm Monday
7 309:30pm Wednesday
7 30-9 30 pm Tuesday
6 304 30pm.Monday
6 30 8 30pm Wednesday

FURNITURE
Antigue Furniture
Furniture Upholstering

6 304 30P m Monday
6 309 30 p m Wednesday

Drawing I

AFRICAN STUDIES
African Writers and the
Western Tradition
African Political Systems

S40 00
94000
940 00

KARATE
Beginning Karate
Intermediate Karate
Advanced Karate

6 00-7 30p.m Mon h Thur
6 0O7.30p.rn Mon. & Thur
7 309:Xp.m Mon 6 Thur

930 00
930 00
935.00

6 309 30 p m Monday
6 309 30p m Wednesday
6 00-9 00 p m Friday and
8:00a m -1.00p.m. Saturday

960 00
960 00

6:304 30 p.m Tuesday
6306 30pm Monday
6304 30pm Tueeday

S36 00
93600
936 00

HORSEMANSHIP
Western Horsemanship
Engksh Horsernanship

6004 00pm Mon Tue. Wed or Thur
6004:00pm Mon Tue Wed or Thur

970 00
970 00

gejejejejejej

12 30pm Monday, Tuesday
Thursday. Friday
3 30pm Monday. Tuesday
Thursday. Friday
9 Xa m Monday. Tuesday
Thursday. Friday

Al course msrructonel fees ere payable m tui at the wne of registration Master Charge writ be accepted
The Office of Continuing Education reaariei the nght to reschedule or cancel programs should enrollment
dictate the need
A tui refund wel be grven if e student ofhoetiy withdraws prior to the test class meeting Refunds for
withdrawal after the first class meeting wil be made at the rate ol 60 percent of the insi'ucnonei tee No
refunds wilt be made for withdrawals after the second dees fajfcej ;n gtfcjnjl rtnsff""' m""'l'Tlf Th
niewer Withdrawals must be made by notifying the Ottica of Continuwig Educehon in writing The dele
trvi notification is received wel be the offciel data used irfcornpuung any refund Tree p&Ky wS be an
forced
MAH ENROLLMENT FORM
PHONE NO Ihomel
■aSaaal,
COURSlTiTU
STUDENT NAssS
aaaaaassa
OTY

Advanced Beginning Gymnastics

Tjpsday
fesdav
mesdev
Tuesday

Registration may be completed by mail usvg the form below, by telephone 1372-01841 or m person at the
Office of Continuing Education. Room 238 Adminsiretion Building Since enroltmenue limited el many ol
the courses, eerly rsgstration is recommended to avoid dejeppewnmem

960 00

BUSINESS SKILLS
Starting a Small Business
Beginning Shorthand
Beginning Typing

SPOTLIGHT ON YOUTH
Western Horseback Ricbng lot Youth
Karate tor Kidc
Beginning Gymnastic*

00-10 00 pm Thursday
304Mpm Monday
30-9Wpm Monday
30-9Xpm Wednesday
309 30pm Tuesday
30IOXpm. Thursday
309 30pm Thursday

MOST CLASSES stow THE WEEK OF APRS. j. »7t

Arrange
Arrange
Arrange

REAL ESTATE
Real Estate Law
Reel Estate Brokerage
RE licensing Review

TIME-

TITLE
ARTSAND CRAFTS
Woavetg
The Art of Stained Glass

Studies in African Cultures

MUSIC
Individual Voice and Piano
Recorder
Of gen

Inter mediate Gymnastics

3

11 00a ml OOP m Saturday
10 00-11 Xa m. Saturday
4 30-5:30p m Monday-Section 1
4 30-5 30p m Tnuiadey Section 11
SJJBJJpT Thursday-Section 111
5:306 30pm Monday-Section 1
6:30-7 30p m Thursday-Section II
6 307 30pm Monday

970 X
•25 X
936X
936X
936X
936X
936X
936 X

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMSER.
assess Chest One

MASTER CHARGE

STATS

FEE
S40X
936 X
936 X
935 X
936 X
936X
S40X
930
920
926
936

X
X
X
X

936 X
MOW
935 X
930 X
930 X

936 X
955 X
920 X
920 X
920 X

mmm

m
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Peter Gabriel, Genesis, Rundgren,
Zeppelin, Rush, Mason, Fogelberg,
Michael Stanley and Poco.

doonesbury

, by Garry Trudeau

Concert Pictures - For Sale
any size available
Call Mark - 353-9271

ABORTION
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CUTFV.BEEK
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All BOWLING GRIIN
TWAIII1I

TOLL FREE
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1 -800-438-8039
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Cinerwa U%

Furnished Apt.
9 mo. lease $310
including gas heat

umuftNKy
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Take
. stock
M^merica.

MODEL OPEN
5:30-6:30 DAILY

pe«ttfeU* Realty famft***}

ABORTIONS

319 E.WOOSTER STREET

Starling Rare
$125
1-24 week pregnancy
terminated by

PHONE 353-3641

Lowry Staff of Founders Quad
Thanks

"I would recommtnd The Warriors
without hesitation.
The dirtclor
C0MM6
S00RI
"IKMAI0
PRIOR.
UVIM
COMCHT"

Creoles o kinetic
explosion that
keeps you on the
edge of your seal
with suspense.''
- tona to"«H. AIC TV

mervom
HEJUSTMHtP
mrconn6/N? mmiena.iteieorAN/t- Mwr.Mnnm
BUM sArsmssan'
MEAN, J1HMYS

AfMBMNPB.

..f T\0uei BACKVSOCOL.

Lkentrd Gynecologist
CLOU TOOU* ARIA
FINEST FACILITIES ANC
MOoe«NTefHMiouBi

Lake Erie
Sporting Goods

CALL TOLL FREE

MAllOWild"
»I MR

800-362-1205

^A

olassifieds.

522 E. Wooster
for supporting our Raffle
for the American Cancer
Society.

-- Thanks Annual Charities Board

DIKE AUCTION
Wednesday, April 11,
1979 3:30 p.m.
Student Services Forum
Over 75 Bikes and other lost
and found articles from
Campus Safety.

American Cancer Society ^

Sales are cash (check) and final.

(•b.'ad by the pvbhihai

GERE ADLER is the AUCTIOSEEH

Announcing

AH proceeds 90 to Charities.

Delta Tau Delta's

NORTH GROVE
TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS!

ALL CAMPUS BEER BUIST

1005 North Grove Street

N.E. Commons
Thursday, March 29.

PERSONALS
Sub Me Quick Italian Subs.
Delivery hotline for subs & beer.
352GOOD 11
TOM
BERTRAMS
congratulations on being chosen
PI Kappa Alpha ATHLETE OF
THE YEAR. I'm really proud of
you I love you tool I Your UP
Sli, Carol.
Delta Tau Delta AUCampus
"Show off your Tan" Beer Blast.
Thuri. March 29. NE Commons.
Be There, ALOHAI
"TENNIS PROS WANTED
Excellent Summer seasonal &
year-round positions available,
good
playing
&
teach
background required. Call (301)
654-3770. or send 2 complete
resumes, pictures to: K.J.
Belkap. W.T.S., 8401 Connecticut
Avenue. Suite toil. Chevy Chase.
MO 20015."
COUNSELORS:
CAMP
WAZIYATAH FOR GIRLS,
HARRISON,
MAINE.
OPENINGS Tennis Ivarslty or
«mil#3'',"phyer»);
Swimming
(WSil, Boating., Canoeing,
Sailing;
Waterskllng.
Gym
nasties; Archery; Team Sports;
Arts a, Crafts; Pioneering &
Tripe; Photography for Yearbook; Secretary; Season: June
20 to August 11. Write (ENCLOSE DETAILS AS TO YOUR
SKILLS, ETC.) Director, Box
153, Great Neck, N.Y. 11022.
Telephone: 516412-4323. Faculty
inquiries Invited re SUPER
VISORY Positions.
Next -To-New Spring Clothes;
lewelry, housewares. 2nd floor,
St. Aloyslus School. Tues. 10-4.
Frl. 1 -7: MS.
Employment available. June
Sept. Grill cooks, general kitchen, bartenders, housekeeping,
bike
shop,
hostesses.
Applications at BG Placement

Office or write Iroquols Hotel,
MecKlnac Island, Mich. 49757.
OMICRON DET.TA KAPPA.
National Leadership Honorary Is
now accepting applications for
new members. Applications are
available in 405 Student Services
a, are due back April 4. All Interested juniors & seniors are
encouraged toapply
You'll find It in the Greek
System. All Interested men are
invited to rush tomorrow night
beginning at 7:30. All fraternities
will be participating.
Sub Me Quick.
Italian Subs.
Delivery hotline tor subs & beer.
352 GOOD I
UPTOWN Special: All drinks
half price 8-10 Thurs. Frl. Saf.
Nights.
lights 21 and ever.
UPTOWN In now serving
specials six nights a week.
WANTED
1 F. rmte. still needed lor Spr.
Qtr. Nice opt Unlv village.
Price
negotiable!
VERY
CHEAPI 352 6200.
F. rmte needed Spring. Rent
negotiable. 352 6246.
F. needed. Apt. to sublease
NOW! S285qtr. Across Kohl. 353
3631.
Need 1 F. rmte. for next Fall Qtr.
New apt. Close to campus. 3524325.
f\
M or F rmte. needed. Private
rm. Near Univ. Utll. & telephone
includ.352 7960.
1 F. rmte. to share apt. Call 1-6658293 anytime.
HELP WANTED
Clinical Psychologists: clinic
seeking PHD with experience or
training with child developmental disabilities. Professional
position with benefits. Salary Is
12029,000, fee paid. Contact:
D.A. Johnson, 352-5292. Snelllng
8. Snelllng 190 S. Main Bowling

Green.
F. college student needed In BG
area to supervise 3 grown
children. Private home on lake
with your own prlv. guest house.
Summer vacation or yr. round.
Rm S. brd. & salary. For Interview call Mr. Yuse. wk. ends
only 123 6761.
Walters, waitresses, cocktail
only. Apply Victoria Station
Restaurant. 1416 S. Reynolds.
Rd., Maumee, or call 8930706
between 12 5 Equal Opportunity
Employer,

Sales during summer. Earn $200
400 commission wk. calling on
qualified prospects In your home
county. NW Ohio or Mich. Must
hove car Call 882-3711 Frl.
March 30, 95, ask for Mr.
Durholt.
M & F counselor positions open
lor Summer Residential Camp
lor Mentally Retarded Children.
For Info calll 674 1777.
Now hiring for Spr. Qtr lunches.
Apply In person l-4pm Roy
Roger's Restaurant. 300 E.
Wooster.
Need persons to moke donuts
Nights Call Spudnuts 352 9150.
Need extra cash? People wanted
to distribute brochures In BG I
Findlay area. Transportation not
necessary. Ph 352 2095.
Volunteers. Teacher's aide, 3-6
dally. Education background
pref. Music person, 9 loam,
Fridays only. Daycare Center.
North Baltimore, OH. Mrs. Yost
257-3253.

Lunchtlme help needed. Sub Me
Quick. 143 E. Wooster
Additional delivery help needed.
Sub Me Quick. 143 E. Wooster.
Waitresses L delivery people
needed. Apply between 2 4.
Pagliai's East.

8-12 a.m.

CONGRATULATIONS
»
Unfurnished Apartments
9 month lease $245/mo.
1 year lease $210/ mo.
including gas heat
MODEL OPEN 5:30-6:30 DAILY
Resident Manager 353-5891

ViHdUtot Realty frmftattf
319 East Wooster Street
Phone 353-3641

JIM
GORDON

Ohio News
Photographers
Association
1979 Carson
Award Recipient
For Outstanding
Contributions
to Photojournalism
in Ohio

Tomorrow Night!!

ALL FRATERNITY RUSH
All fraternities will be holding
open rush for oil interested men.

THURSDAY 7:30 p.m.
You'll find it in the Greek System

YOU CAN HELP OVER 1,000 PEOPLE
EVERY DAY THE UNITED WAY

FOR SAL!
1974
FORD
VAN.
Fully
customlied. AM FM t track.
39,000 ml.. t3,2O0. Call 35245*5
after 5.
Rare Peiomlam pup. Female. 5
mo. old. Show quality. SIM 352
8236 after 5.
"Calif. King waterbed. "Complete
floatation
system."
Frame,
pedistil & bench seat. 3 sals of
sheets S250 00 Call 352 2095.
'76 Nova Concours, Flrethorn, 22
options. Must be seen. S2S00 352
2723.
Fuiica ST605 camera with
35mm, 55mm & 135mm lenses 4
Kako 818 flash with 2x converter
8. case. $200
Call Tim
Westhoven at 352 3846.
FOR RENT
NEWLOVE
APT. SUMMER
RENTALS.
525 E. Merry, 507 E. Merry, 550
E. Reed t, 824 Sixth st-All are 1
bedrm. furn., S350 summer qfr.
pluseiec.
203 S. Church duplex, 3 bedrm.
unfurn.. S450 summer qtr. plus
gas&elec.
801 Sixth St. 2 bedrm. furn.
house. S300 summer qtr. plus all
utll. Call Newiove Realty. 352
5163.
^
3 bedrm. turn, house. 720 8th St.
Excell. cond. $330 mo. starting
June 15. Call John Newiove Real
Estate 352 6553.
For Summer: 521 E. Merry
(near Offenhauer Towers) 2
bedrm. furn. apt. AC, $350 for
entire summer. John Newiove
Real Estate. 352 6553.
CAMPUS MANOR now renting
for summer. Special rates. AC.
Ph. 352 9302 or 352 7365, eves.
Single room for M. student. Near
Campus. Avail, now Spring Qtr.
Ph.352 7365.

■

■"
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day in review.
Reactions to treaty:
Leaders'views vary, ask for trusL.PLO terrorists criticize treaty
WASHINGTON (AP) - The leaders of Israel and Egypt
took different stands yesterday on Palestinian autonomy
but asked Congress nonetheless to give them the weapons
of war and trust them to keep the peace.
Both warned of Soviet threats to freedom around the
world.
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat renewed a proposal
for a combined municipal council of Arabs and Israelis in
Jerusalem. But he declared flatly that "sovereignty in
Arab Jerusalem should return to the Arabs."
SADAT AND ISRAELI Prime Minister Menachem
Begin spoke separately to senators and congressmen
assembled in meeting rooms on their respective sides of
the Capitol. Sadat elaborated on his statements during a
brief meeting with reporters.
Both leaders urged approval of President Carter's
proposed $4.5 billion package of loans and grants for
Israel and Egypt The package is designed to bolster the
new peace between the ancient enemies, formalized In a
treaty signed Monday.
LETTERS OF AGREEMENT made public by Defense
Secretary Harold Brown show the package includes accelerated delivery of 1 '-16 fighter planes to Israel and the

extension of arms sales credits to Egypt for the firsttime.
House Democratic Leader Jim Wright of Texas
predicted Congress will approve the aid. "No doubt about
it," he said. But Senate Republican Leader Howard Baker
of Tennessee said he had not decided whether to support
the administration's package.
SADAT HAD AN afternoon meeting yesterday with
Robert McNamara, head of the World Bank. The bank is
considering an increase in development loans for Egypt.
Sadat planned to leave for home later this week.
"We want to solve In a humane way the problem of the
Palestinian Arabs," Begin told congressmen.
BUT SADAT SAID Congress should try to persuade
Begin to ease his stand on Palestinian Arabs. Hie
Egyptian president did not repeat his long-stated position
that the Palestinians should have a state of their own.
But he left no doubt that his goal differs widely from
Begin's.
The Israeli prime minister has flatly ruled out
Palestinian statehood. Instead, he has proposed a limited
form of autonomy for the 1.1 million Palestinian Arabs
living on the West Bank of the Jordan River and in the
Gaza Strip.

(AP) - Bomb attacks In Israel and Paris killed one
person and Injured more than SO others yesterday In a
terrorist campaign against the newly signed IsraeliEgyptian peace treaty.
Palestine Liberation Organization leader Yasser Arafat
urged hardline Arab leaders gathered in Baghdad, Iraq,
to support the PLO's war against the treaty by ending all
trade with the United States. He also urged a new oil
embargo.
Arafrat said, "It Is taken for granted the Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat's regime will be punished, but
dont Just hit the tall of the snake, hit the head of the snake
-the United States."
ARAFAT ALSO SAID, "We should stop buying big
American cars and other products" because the United
States "pushed Egypt and Israel into signing this deal."
In the Israeli town of Lod, 15 miles east of Tel Aviv, a
bomb exploded under a vegetable stand in an open air

Toledoans save gas on 'Energy Brake'day
DURING A MORNING
news conference, Ryan
complemented the community effort to call attention to the need for energy
conservation.
"Energy will neither be
cheap nor abundant In the
future," Ryand said. "We
commend the combined
efforts of government,
business and the community
to reduce consumption of
energy." he said.

TOLEDO (AP) - Bus
ridership was up 12 to 15
percent during morning rush
hour yesterday as Toledoans
gave up their cars to save
fuel on a city-wide "Energy
Brake" day.
Businesses and civic
groups Joined forces under
the leadership of the Junior
League of Toledo to promote
the energy conservation
observance.
Residents
were encouraged to ride the bus or
travel In car pools to work.
Local businesses kicked off
programs
to
help
homeowners save energy.
And a noon parade down
town, with state energy chief
Robert Ryan as grand
marshal, featured alternative transportation to
gasoline-powered vehicles.

WHEN ASKED IF Ohioans
could expect to be paying $1
a gallon for gas In 1879, Ryan
answered, "No, but you will
be paying that in 1980."
In the next few months
gasoline prices will be up 5 to
10 cents a gallon, he said.
Charles Whitten, general
manager of the Toledo Area

Regional Transit Authority,
said about 25 percent of the
morning bus riders carried
free-ride coupons from the
Toledo Blade printed for use

during the "Energy Brake."
The bus system carries
about 6,000 adult passengers
on an average day. About
22,500 public school students

also ride the city buses dally.
Mayor Doug DeGood was
among the bus riders, as
were several council
members.

market. A 60-year-old woman was killed and 21 persons
were Injured.
ON MONDAY, a grenade was tossed into a hostel in
Arab East Jerusalem, wounding nine persons, two of
thesn American tourists.
A^ bomb thrown into a hostel for Jewish students in the
heart of the Paris Latin Quarter Injured 32 occupants
yesterday, officials reported. Two of the injured were
reported in very serious condition.
A PLO SPOKESMAN in Beirut said the two blasts in
Israel were "part of a plan to escalate anti-Israel warfare
in protest against the treaty of treason." He said
guerrillas throughout Lebanon went on maximum alert
against Israeli retaliation.
In Paris, an anonymous telephone caller said a group
called the "Autonomous joint Intervention Group Against
the Zionist Presence in France and Against the Peace
Treaty" was responsible for the blast. Authorities said
they had never heard of the group before.

Make us your
DANSKIN headquarters
for exercise and dancewear.
Leotards
Tights
Trunks
Skirts
Warm up Sox
Swim Suits

BGSU CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS
- MALE AND FEMALE
Clinic
Clinic

April 2 - 7:00 p.m.
April 4-7:00 p.m.

Memorial Hall
Memorial Hall

All interested persons must attend at least
one clinic to tryout April 7th.

-PLEASE COME DRESSED FOR PRACTICE-

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

Next to Campus
■1st block W. of McDonald dorm

studies in cultural perspectives [TIMEFRAMESj at The Toledo Museum of Art

SHAPE UP
FOR SPRING!
PROGRAMS FOR WEIGHT
& SMOKING REDUCTION
SPONSORED BY

B.C. HEALTH
CENTER
FOR INFO. CALL 372-2271
AND LEAVE
YOUR NAME AND NUMBER

TII

wmt

Junior Tops
A great assortment of spring
tops from India in assorted
solid colors. 100% cotton or
100% rayon. S-fvU.

Regular $21.00

$

ThefAmerican Scene
Music: The Voice of the City
Gunther Schuller, Music Director,
Berkshire Music Festival,
Tanglewood, Massachusetts

Wednesday, March 28—7:30-9:30 p.m.
This program a made possible by a o/ant from the National Endowment for the Humanities.

FREE
OKE
DATE: Wed. March 28

ednesday | University Bookstore
TIME: %10-a.m. - 4 p.m.

9.99

East Only

HOURS:

Wednesday, 4 to Midnight at Pagliai's
East only, get a FREE 6-pack of Coke
(12 oz. cans) when you order a large,
2-item-or-more pizza

10-5:30 DAILY
except Frl. 10-9

Foglidi's
101
S. Main

EAST

SOUTH

440 E. Court
352-1596

945 S. Mam

Student Services Building
HOURS: through Thursday,
March 29; 8:00-8:00,
Friday, March 30; •
As Low As
[regular hours
8:00-5:00,
/Saturday,
/9:00-5:00.
White Argentus

$

59

95

352-7571

&$&$$$$$$!$$$,$ f,$,$$-$$$$$$&&$,$,ff,fyL
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sports
Falcons fifth in NCAA

Gophers end BG season
by Dave Lewandowskl
assistant sports editor

It all started five months and 45 games ago. Bowling
Green's hockey team opened Its 1978-79 season with two
losses to Michigan, and the season that showed so much
promise appeared bleak.
But the Falcons were to lose only four more games the rest
of the season enroute to a 37-6-2 log that tied an NCAA record
for most wins in a season along with a host of other records.
The icers reeled off a 23 game undefeated streak in midseason before losing to St. Louis on January 27. They also lost
less Important games to New Hampshire in early November
and Ohio State In late season after the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association (CCHA) title was wrapped up and
nothing was on the line.
Only six losses compared to 37 wins. An unheard of statistic
for a college hockey team to be so dominating, losing only on
the average of once every seven games.
BUT THE sixth loss the Falcons suffered during the season
was the one that was the most costly as BG was knocked out
of contention for the NCAA championship with a 6-3 loss to
Minnesota in the NCAA regional game.
The Gophers, runners-up in the Western Collegiate Hockey
Association (WCHA) playoff tournament and eventual NCAA
champions, opened a 3-0 lead in the first period that burled
the Falcons.
BG coach Ron Mason said his team was competing with the
ice rink as much as it was with the Gophers themselves.
"The whole key was based on the ice rink size,"Mason said.
' "Our defensive zone was a lot larger and it threw our timing
off. But after we made the adjustment, we played with them
evenly."

Steve Chrlstof f and Tim Harrer provided the Gophers with
all the offense they needed as each scored twice. Harrer put
the Gophers on the board with a goal at 8:36 of the opening
period and Christoff followed 35 seconds later at 9:11 with
another Minnesota tally. Christoff added a power play goal at
16:16 to give Minnesota a lead they never relinquished.
THE FALCONS closed the gap in the second on goals by
Bruce Newton and Steve Dawe with Newton's coining on the
power play. But Minnesota pulled away with two late tallies
in the second period.
Harrer scored his second goal of the game 27 seconds Into
the third period to put the game all but out of reach for the
Falcons. Mike Cotter scored a power play goal for BG at the
6:44 mark, but the Falcons came no closer.
Mason said the rink was more of a problem than the 7,940
fans in attendance, but the home ice advantage still makes a
great deal of difference in a game with that much importance.
"They (Minnesota) won the game on their home ice this
year and we won the regional game on our home ice last year,
so that tells you how important the home ice can be," Mason
said.
ALTHOUGH LOSING, the Falcons outshot the Gophers 36
24 in the game.
Minnesota went on to win the championship, its third in the
last seven years, with a 4-3 conquest of league rival North
Dakota. The Falcons fifth place finish was their second in
three years. Two years ago BG finished fifth after losing to
Michigan in the regional game. Last year BG placed third In
the tournament, losing in the semifinal game to Boston
College.

Shaky spring trip for BG
by Rob Bouklssen
staff reporter

After any team plays 11 games, its coach usually has a
fairly good idea how the team will do the remainder of the
However, for Bowling Green baseball coach Don Purvis
the opposite holds true.
"I had hoped to know where we would be after the
(Florida) trip. Now, I don't know where we're going to be,"
Purvis said Tuesday afternoon.
The reason for Purvis' uncertainty stems from his club's
up-and-down performances in its 11-game, nine-day spring
trip to Florida which resulted in a 5-6 record.
"I HAVE mixed emotions about how we played," Purvis
said. "We played very well at times, but at other times I felt
that we could have played better.''
Those times when the Falcons played well included victories over two of the four nationally-ranked teams they met
during the trip. BG won 3-1 over 17th-ranked Southern Illinois
and had a 13-6 vicotory over previously unbeaten and 13thranked Georgia Southern.

Sophomores Keith Imhoff and Tom Stacy and juniors Chris
Dill and Orel Hershiser turned in good pitching performances during the trip. Purvis said the Junior Doug Groth
and senior Stu Thiede had outings that were good enough to
show promise for the regular season.
Regular season is not too far away for the Falcons, and
Purvis is a little concerned. He said, "I felt we made some
mistakes, both physical and mental, that I thought this team
had passed.
"We're looking for more consistency and we must be
sharper defensively. We have a chance to be a pretty good
club."
PURVIS SAID THAT the team's .goals are to be a contender, win the conference, and to get into the NCAA tournament. To reach those goals will take some good play on the
part of the Falcons because of a "very strong schedule," he
added.
Eastern Michigan, Central Michigan, Western Michigan
and Miami should be the top contending teams in the conference, according to Purvis. Notre Dame and Ohio State are
other strong teams on BG's 48-game schedule.
The Falcons will open the season Wednesday, April 4,
hosting Adrian College in a doubleheader at 1 p.m. at Warren
E. Stellar Field.

The two defeats came at the hands of number one Miami
(Fla.), 10-1, and number eight Texas AIM, 4-0.
Second baseman Chuck Black and third baseman Jim
Selgo were cited by Purvis as being the top individual performers during the trip. Black, a first-team conference
selection and third-team All-American last year, hit .422 for
11 games and Selgo hit .308 in nine games.

Entries for golf, coed
softball and men's Softball
are now available from

OTHER TOP performers for BG included outfielders Mark
Shane and Dana Dowers who hit .385 and .313 respectively.
Outfielder Jeff Groth led the team in stolen bases with four In
as many attempts.

fraternity and residence hall
athletic chairmen. Entries
are due Tuesday, April 3.
Play begins April 9.

Intramural notes
Students interested in
umpiring intramural softball
for pay should contact the IM
office, room 201 Memorial
Hall. A special rules clinic
will be held Thursday, April
5 at 4 p.m. in room 202
Memorial Hall.

staff photo by Frank Brelthaupt
SLICK SKATER-Falcon senior center Mark Walls attempts to
stlckhandle around Ohio State's defense In CCHA playoff action.

MSU 'magic' too much
Michigan State didn't leave much doubt in anybody's
mind that they were the best college basketball team In
the nation when they defeated Indiana State Monday night
in the NCAA finals.
Granted, Larry Bird and his teammates didn't have the
best shooting night from the field or the free throw line,
but give credit to the Spartans defense.
Michigan State wasn't going to give Bird his usual 30
plus points and concentrate on stopping the rest of the
Sycamores. Bird had to muscle his way inside and wasn't
getting the open shots he was used to.
But that only makes you admire Bird even more,
because on a night he isn't at his best he scores 19 points.

Dan
Firestone
sports editor

THE OFFICIATING in the game has to at least be
called "questionable." If the officials are doing a good job
they're usually not noticed, but the men in stripes definitely
made their presence felt.
Of course, in a game of this caliber, every call is going
to be analyzed a little closer, which makes their job even
more difficult. But the call that had to be questioned the
most was the two-shot flagrant foul whistled against
Indiana State twice.
Both times it seemed obvious that the Indiana State
player was trying to draw the charge when the referee
called the foul intentional. I don't think there was any

CATCHING UP with some transactions around Bowling
Green over spring break: Assistant football coach Steve
Beckholt resigned his position as defensive coordinator to
pursue a head coaching Job on the college level. Beckholt
had been with the Falcons for the last two seasons.
Gary Pinkel will be leaving BG's football staff for an
assistant's Job at Washington. Pinkel had been the wide
receiver and tight end coach the last two years.
There was one addition made on the staff with the hiring
of Kip Cartwright, a University graduate, who will handle
the defensive secondary.

Advertising
Salesperson needed
for Toledo area

IT'S THE

"Transportation necessary
••Position pays 10%
commission on ali sales

Presents:
MON - 2 For 1
WED - Disco & Drown
Reduced Prices All Night
HAPPY HOURS - everyday
3:00-7:00
Every Thurs - Fri - Sat Nites
8-10 half price drinks
SUN - 18 & Over Nite

THE TOWN

Apply: 106 U. Hall

The Sli Hews

Taco Pizza. The newest
taste sensation now
at Pizza Inn.
Looks like/

MEMOREX

90-Minute Cassette

Buy twoGet one Free!
Regular $4.49 each
a pizza, tastes like a taco.
Try one today.

3 for $8.98
University Bookstore

TACO PIZZA

NO COVER
COME AS YOU ARE
162 N. /MAIN
NEXT TO REDWOOD

deliberate attempt to knock the shooter's legs from under
him while he was in the air.
It was a call that probably wouldn't have been made
during the regular season and I have to agree with NBC
commentator Al McGuire who said the officials shouldn't
change for the championship game.
INDIANA STATE did make an effort for a comeback in
the second half, but you have to remember Michigan
State's Greg Reiser was on the bench during most of that
time and the Sycamores couldn't get closer than five.
Earvin "Magic" Johnson has to be the most exciting
player in the country to watch. I'm sure I'm just one of
many that hopes he stays around the college ranks for at
least another year. The pros will be dangling a lot of
money in front Johnson because they know he could fill
some empty seats at some NBA arenas where attendance
is sagging.
Al McGuire said before Monday's game that in his head
he had to pick Michigan State but in his heart Indiana
State. The Sycamores showed a lot of heart but the
Spartans had magic.

Pizza Jtnjtv
lttum.
Open Monday through Thursday 11:00 a.m. to Midnight
Friday and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to 1:30 a.m., and Sunday 12:00 p.m. to Midnight
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MEMOREX Reconang laps
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